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Abstract An environment control and life support system (ECLSS) is an important system in a

space station. The ECLSS is a typical complex system, and the real-time simulation technology

can help to accelerate its research process by using distributed hardware in a loop simulation sys-

tem. An implicit fixed time step numerical integration method is recommended for a real-time sim-

ulation system with time-varying parameters. However, its computational efficiency is too low to

satisfy the real-time data interaction, especially for the complex ECLSS system running on a PC

cluster. The instability problem of an explicit method strongly limits its application in the ECLSS

real-time simulation although it has a high computational efficiency. This paper proposes an

improved numerical simulation method to overcome the instability problem based on the explicit

Euler method. A temperature and humidity control subsystem (THCS) is firstly established, and

its numerical stability is analyzed by using the eigenvalue estimation theory. Furthermore, an adap-

tive operator is proposed to avoid the potential instability problem. The stability and accuracy of

the proposed method are investigated carefully. Simulation results show that this proposed method

can provide a good way for some complex time-variant systems to run their real-time simulation on

a PC cluster.
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

21

221. Introduction

23A space station is a unique laboratory for humans to explore
24the outer space,1 and its environment control and life support
25system (ECLSS) is one of the important systems because it can
26provide a basic living environment for astronauts. The ECLSS
27includes some coupled operating subsystems, such as an atmo-
28sphere control and supply subsystem (ACSS), a temperature
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29 and humidity control subsystem (THCS), a carbon dioxide
30 removal subsystem (CDRS), a trace contaminants control sub-
31 system (TCCS), a water recovery and management subsystem
32 (WRMS), and a vacuum subsystem (VS).2,3 These coupling
33 subsystems are connected by certain fluid pipe networks which
34 are everywhere in the cabin, such as an air ventilation pipe net-
35 work and a liquid cooling pipe network.4 The fluid pipe net-
36 works can provide the working pressure and flow rate for
37 components so as to implement flow, heat, and mass transfer
38 or some special chemical reaction processes dynamically.
39 Therefore, correct simulation of pressure-flow coupling perfor-
40 mance is the premise of accurate ECLSS dynamic simulation.
41 Scholars have carried out a lot of research on the dynamic
42 modeling and simulation of ECLSSs. Jones5 analyzed the rela-
43 tionship between static and dynamic models, and established
44 an environment simulation system including cabin environ-
45 ment, crew metabolic, and waste management models.
46 Boscheri et al.6 built mechanism models for some processes,
47 such as water treatment and carbon dioxide removal and
48 reduction. Their models can reflect the regenerative perfor-
49 mance of an ECLSS. The European Space Agency (ESA)
50 developed EcosimPro software to simulate non-regenerative
51 ECLSSs and an electrolytic oxygen process.7 Kortenkamp
52 and Bell8 set up energy supply and food management models
53 to enrich the ECLSS simulation system. Furthermore, a large
54 number of physical-chemical and biological simulation studies
55 about ECLSSs have emerged in recent years.9–11 These studies
56 have promoted the development of ECLSS simulation technol-
57 ogy, and played an important role in the research and develop-
58 ment of ECLSSs.
59 Traditional dynamic simulation can put forward construc-
60 tive opinions about system design and optimization. However,
61 it is not so efficient as to simulate and test dynamic working
62 performance because many high-precision models of subsys-
63 tems need to be built and calibrated. In this case, the research
64 period is too long to satisfy the requirements of rapid research
65 and development for complex ECLSSs. For this type of com-
66 plex system, it is urgent to find a new effective way.
67 Real-time simulation is a very effective way which considers
68 hardware subsystems as virtual simulation models. Hence,
69 hardware models do not need to be built at all, which will obvi-
70 ously save the research period and cut down the research
71 expenditure at the same time.12,13 For a complex ECLSS, its
72 real-time simulation system is a very efficient way.
73 However, the real-time simulation technology has an inher-
74 ent feature of fixed clock frequency.14 The simulation time step
75 should be fixed and set larger enough than the model solution
76 time in each time step.15 For this reason, current successful
77 applications of real-time simulation are only some systems
78 with a small number of models, such as some simulations for
79 kinematics behaviors of trajectories16 and motion control
80 equations.17 There are few real-time simulation applications
81 about the ECLSS of a space station due to the following dis-
82 advantageous features.

83 (1) Coupling relationship between the pressure p and the
84 mass flow rate _m.
85

86 In order to solve the values of p and _m at any position in a
87 fluid network, it needs to solve all the momentum and mass

88conservation equations of the flow network together. Hence,
89the number of equations will be huge if the fluid network sys-
90tem is a relatively complex one.18,19

91(2) Time-varying characteristics of model parameters.
92

93A change of the valve opening degree will lead to a change
94of the system eigenvalues correspondingly, which will easily
95lead to the instability of the simulation system. One way to
96overcome this issue is to adopt an implicit numerical integra-
97tion method.

98(3) A large amount and various types of subsystem models.
99

100An ECLSS includes various components, and their mathe-
101matical models include a set of linear or nonlinear differential
102and algebraic equations. In addition, some models of regener-
103ative components in the ECLSS are complex partial differen-
104tial equations, such as the models of adsorption beds in the
105CDRS and the TCCS. In order to obtain their numerical solu-
106tions, they need to be transformed into a large number of ordi-
107nary differential equations.20

108Therefore, the above disadvantageous features will
109undoubtedly and finally lead to a large amount of ordinary dif-
110ferential equations in the ECLSS simulation system. For time-
111varying real-time simulation, an implicit fixed time step numer-
112ical integration method with a better convergence performance
113is a preferred way.21 However, its computational time in each
114step is much longer than that of an explicit numerical integra-
115tion method, especially for a large complex system running on
116a PC cluster.22 The computational time of an implicit method
117will dramatically increase with an increase of the number of
118ECLSS models, which cannot satisfy the real-time
119performance of the system. In contrast, an explicit numerical
120integration method has a higher computational efficiency in
121each step than an implicit one, but its simulation result may
122be not convergent for stiff systems.23 If the simulation stability
123of the ECLSS system can be guaranteed very well, an explicit
124fixed step numerical integration method will be a good choice
125to solve a real-time ECLSS simulation system on a PC
126cluster.24

127Oriented to the application of a real-time simulation system
128on a PC cluster, this paper mainly discuss a simulation method
129for ECLSSs using an explicit fixed step integral method. A sim-
130plified ventilation pipe network in the THCS of an ECLSS is
131taken as an example to discuss the models and numerical solu-
132tion. The Geršgorin theorem25 is adopted to analyze the stabil-
133ity of the large ordinary differential system. By analyzing the
134eigenvalue distribution of the simulation system, an adaptive
135operator is proposed to ensure the stability of numerical sim-
136ulation. Based on the above study, a new modeling method
137is proposed to ensure the convergence of the system with the
138explicit numerical integration method. The simplified ECLSS
139example is used again to explain the application of the new
140modeling method and the adaptive operator. Furthermore,
141the simulation stability and simulation error are discussed.
142The studied simulation method can provide a good way to
143avoid the numerical divergence problem using the explicit fixed
144step numerical integration method and ensure the simulation
145efficiency of a complex real-time system on a PC cluster.
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